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Executive Summary
The New York Philharmonic is one of the city's most prestigious cultural institutions, with a
history spanning over 180 years. In 2011, they began their digital archiving project to
catalog and digitize over 6 million pages of material, making their Shelby White & Leon
Levy Digital Archives the “oldest and most comprehensive collection of any symphony
orchestra” (New York Philharmonic Digital Archives, n.d.).

In 2020, the Digital Archives received a grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities to optimize, expand, and ensure the sustainability of their website to better
serve their users. As part of this work, the Digital Archives partnered with the Pratt
Institute Center for Digital Experiences to improve the discoverability and accessibility of
their archival materials for a broad audience. This audience includes researchers, music
students, musicologists, historians, genealogists, and casual visitors (“the general public”).
The Pratt team’s goal:

1. Improve the exploratory experience for new users landing on the site, and
2. Evaluate and improve the experience for experts/researchers seeking out specific

archival information.

In total, 10 moderated user tests were performed. Based on an analysis of these tests, this
report presents five major findings and recommendations for the Digital Archives’
consideration:

Recommendation 1: Improve navigation usability and accessibility by
updating styling, spacing, and text.

Recommendation 2: Update style and navigation elements on the carousel
to make it more intuitive and accessible.

Recommendation 3: Streamline search results page with consolidated sort
and filter options and highlighted search results.

Recommendation 4: Move pop-up modal underneath each filter and
introduce a search bar for the filter options when opened.

Recommendation 5: Minor findings and recommendations
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Introduction
In the fall of 2022, the Pratt Institute Center for Digital Experiences partnered with the
New York Philharmonic's Shelby White & Leon Levy Digital Archives to perform a usability
study of their website. The study will inform website redesign decisions to be made as part
of the Digital Archives’ larger five-year grant project funded by the National Endowment
for the Humanities.

The Pratt team met with the Digital Archives at the beginning of the project to confirm the
usability study’s scope and goals, and understand their mission, target audiences, and
main usability questions. These goals, which framed subsequent research are as follows:

1. Improve the exploratory experience for new users landing on the site, and
2. Evaluate and improve the experience for experts/researchers seeking out specific

archival information.

Our team of four UX experts conducted a total of 10 moderated user tests on Zoom over
the course of two weeks. The usability study included a diverse set of participants,
ranging from those with expertise with the Digital Archives to users with little to no
familiarity with the Philharmonic or its archives. This report presents findings pulled from
the robust quantity of data we collected from these users alongside five
recommendations for addressing major issue areas.
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Methodology
Test Plan
Our team selected a moderated user test methodology to conduct this usability study.
Moderated user tests are a form of lab experiment that involves users as participants, is
conducted in a controlled environment, and is actively moderated by a usability expert
(Bierlein, 2022). We asked users to follow a “think-aloud” method and share their screens
with us as they navigated a series of five tasks that tested user workflows that the Digital
Archives’ team was most interested in understanding. We paired a moderator and
notetaker together to facilitate each session, with the moderator prompting each user via
a script to complete all tasks and the notetaker writing detailed observations for later
analysis. Overall, this technique enabled our team to directly observe and share
observations with each other about how participants navigated key areas of the site:
what they enjoyed, and where they ran into trouble.

Once the team met with our client to confirm the study’s scope and goals, we further
defined our moderated user test strategy. This included targeting specific user groups, the
equipment needed to complete the tests, the format of the test sessions and tasks, and
metrics collected, such as pre- and post-test questionnaires and post-task assessment
questions. In order to streamline scheduling and recording of the tests, the team opted to
schedule remote interviews over in-person moderated tests on Pratt’s campus. Remote
moderated user testing allowed for our team to pair up moderators and note-takers
based on time available, while also o�ering greater flexibility in recruitment, scheduling,
and completing the 30-to-60 minute user tests over a two-week time period.

The overview of our remote moderated user testing strategy is included below; the full
procedure and materials can be found in Appendix A: User Profiles (page 28), Appendix B:
Testing Script (pages 29–31), Appendix D: System Usability Scale (SUS) & Calculations
(pages 28–40), and Appendix E: Consent and Pre-test Forms (pages 41–42).

Users
The Digital Archives team took us through an overview of the site’s history and reasons for
a redesign: optimizing usability and accessibility for potential and existing users. We
learned that existing users are thought to be a combination of researchers regularly
performing investigative searches, and non-scholarly users performing casual research —
for instance, seeking records on a relative, a specific performance they attended, or a
piece of music they enjoy.
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With this context in mind, we identified the following three key user groups, which we
named “Amateurs,” “Explorers,” and “Professors”:

● Amateurs: Students and other first time visitors to the digital archives site who are
highly familiar with the internet and search tools. They may be looking for a
specific resource, such as a piece of music or a photograph of a relative.

● Explorers: Young professionals with some exposure to the New York Philharmonic
who are exploring what the archives have to o�er.

● Professors: Researchers highly familiar with online archives and the Digital
Archives site; specifically, those who want to do deep dive research into a subject
or person.

Our team focused primarily on Amateurs (first time users) and Professors (those with site
familiarity and longtime expert researchers). Explorers, while slightly more familiar with
the Philharmonic, but not the archives specifically, were a secondary target group that we
identified as able to potentially provide us with unique user experience insights. In
recruiting across these three groups, we aimed for purposive sampling that would yield a
group of test participants who were representative of all of the Digital Archives’ intended
audiences (Rubin Chisnell, 2008). For moderated user testing to result in valid and useful
insights, best practice is to aim for at least five user tests, but with our target user groups
in mind, we aimed for roughly twice that amount in order to obtain the most robust
feedback in the time we had (Nielsen, 2012). Our final user profiles can be found in
Appendix A (page 28).

Recruitment
Our goal was to test between six and ten participants in total, including two to three from
each target user group, especially focusing on Amateurs and Professors. To reach this
goal, our recruitment strategy involved broadly calling for participants from Pratt Institute
via listservs and from student groups that visited the New York Philharmonic during the
recruitment period. Our call for participants included a brief description of the purpose for
the study as well as the incentive of a $10 Amazon gift card for participating. Our interest
form collected basic contact information and career/study fields, as well as gauged
expertise generally with the internet, research, digital exhibitions, the New York
Philharmonic, and specifically with their Digital Archives site. Once the team reviewed
responses and classified each respondent by target user group, we followed up with those
who met our criteria in order to schedule their tests and ensure they completed our
consent to participate and a pre-test questionnaire. These pre-test materials can be found
in Appendix E (page 41–42).
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Participants
Ten participants were recruited in total, three of which were “Experts” and seven of which
were “Amateurs” or “Explorers” with varying levels of familiarity with the NY Phil. Experts
included those with frequent experience working with both archives in general and the
Digital Archives in particular.

Participants came from a range of industries, evenly split between Art & Design,
Humanities, Education, Technology, and Business & Finance. All participants both used
the internet and search engines daily, and used the internet to conduct research regularly,
either on a daily or weekly basis. Four were monthly New York Philharmonic visitors, eight
visited the Philharmonic website weekly or monthly, and four visited the Digital Archives
site weekly or monthly. All but one participant used the internet to visit digital exhibitions
regularly (daily, weekly, or monthly).

Tasks
Tasks were designed to cover the major areas identified by the client and team as
important to the site’s user experience. We paired each task with a relevant “user goal,”
such as the ability to do genealogical and other research, find a piece of music to play,
find top news and exhibitions, and generally explore the site with ease as a new visitor.
These user goals, paired with the “think aloud” method and open-ended post-task
questions, allowed the team to study each user’s thought process as they navigated the
site, how well the most important features and sections of the site worked for di�erent
users, and how successful users felt they had been with each task (Shade, 2017).

All tasks begin on the NY Philharmonic Digital Archives homepage:
https://archives.nyphil.org/.

Task 0: Once you land on the home page, tell us any first impressions, thoughts,
or anything else that comes to mind.

Task 1:
(a) Find a program that includes William Lincer, a member of the New York
Philharmonic orchestra in the mid 1900s.
(b) Once you have found a program, find an image of William Lincer that is not
included in this program.

User goal: I want to find a resource connected to my family member who I know
was a member of the orchestra.
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Task 2:
(a) Find the music for Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker Ballet.
(b) Find the sheet music for a clarinet.

User goal: I want to find sheet music of a piece I want to play.

Task 3:
(a) Find the New York Philharmonic Archives’ digital exhibition about its first
female musician.
(b) Once you have found the exhibition, find out where she was born.

User goal: I want to understand what types of resources are available through
the NY Phil Archives website and find something that’s interesting to me.

Task 4:
(a) Find the New York Philharmonic Archives’ newly digitized set of press clipping
scrapbooks, which are featured on their homepage.
(b) Once you have found the set, locate a press clipping scrapbook that
documents one of the New York Philharmonic’s park concert series.

User goal: I want to explore newly digitized resources that are relevant to my
research interests.

Task 5:
(a) Now, imagine you’re researching how orchestras like the New York
Philharmonic reached audiences during the COVID-19 pandemic, which began
around March of 2020. Find a recording of one of the virtual performances
o�ered by the Philharmonic in the first few months of the pandemic.
(b) Going back to your search results, which soloist performed the most times
during the first few months of the pandemic?

User goal: I want to find contemporary musical recordings and records for
research.

Post-task questions: (open-ended and posed after each task)
1. How di�cult was this task to complete?
2. How successful do you feel you were in completing this task?
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Post-test
At the end of each test session, users were asked to stay on Zoom and complete a quick
System Usability Scale (SUS) survey through Google forms. The SUS survey is a
nonproprietary, quick, and easy way to assess usability broadly across user interfaces
using ten questions asking users to rate their responses on a five-point scale from
Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree (Bangor et al., 2009). Not only is the SUS valid as a
tool to help teams generally classify systems as usable or unusable, but it is also e�ective
when used with small sample sizes like ours (Usability.gov, 2022).

In addition to the SUS, users were asked one additional emotion-focused question (“What
are five words you would use to describe the Archives site?”) to gauge their experience
with the Digital Archives during our tests. All users completed the SUS, but due to an error
in the survey, only five of the ten completed the final emotion-focused question. More
details and results of the SUS survey can be found in “Findings and Recommendations”
(page 9) and in Appendix D (pages 38–40).

Analysis
After each test, the session’s moderator and notetaker spent 5–10 minutes debriefing the
session and highlighting themes that arose. Notetakers cleaned their notes while
moderators uploaded the test video to share with the rest of the team, who reviewed both
these items. After all tests were completed, the team consolidated notes, pulling out major
successes and challenges from each task using the rainbow sheet method
(Cabrera-Mieles, 2019). This method allowed the team to first identify all of the issues
users experienced across all sessions, then consolidate the issues that repeated across
multiple tests, and, finally, count the number of users who experienced repeat issues and
sort these by severity (see more in “Findings and Recommendations” on page 9).

As a supplement to the analysis, two team members conducted an ad-hoc accessibility
audit with a domain expert. They reviewed the areas of the Digital Archives most
frequently visited during the user tests using the WAVE system. This helped inform the
recommendations the team made as well as identify other areas of work to meet the Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG).

With the list of user issues compiled and noted by severity, our team created a series of
recommendations to address each issue in order of priority, as well as a brief
interpretation of the System Usability Scale (SUS) survey results. We detail these findings
and recommendations in the following section.
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Findings and Recommendations

Overall, participants had positive first
impressions of the Digital Archives. They
appreciated how clearly the Search was
featured on the homepage, and often
commented that the site felt welcoming in
comparison to other archives sites they’ve
visited in the past. Users also commented
positively about the types of resources made
available to them, often commenting how
interesting it was to see markups on the
digitized documents.

“It’s a very well designed
interface. It does match the
culture of the New York
Philharmonic. (...) It is not a very
cutting edge or interactive
interface, but I think it is
appropriate considering the
culture and nature of the
institution being displayed.”
Comment made while viewing the
homepage.

Impressions of the site as a whole, however, were mixed. As discussed in Methodology,
participants were asked what words they would use to describe the Digital Archives in the
post-test survey, and their words illustrate this mixed-reaction well.

Figure 1: Word cloud generated from user responses to the post-test survey.

From this series of user tests, the Digital Archives received a raw SUS score of 60.3,
equivalent to a D grade (average=68). The score is higher than 29.29% of other websites,
and correlates to an “OK” rating of usability on a scale of Best Imaginable to Worst
Imaginable (Bangor et al., 2009). This score is not an absolute number, but serves as an
internal benchmark for testing the usability of a website after future changes and
improvements are made.
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We identified 48 problems, 20 of which were identified by 2+ users. Users identified an
average of 8.4 problems each. These problems occurred in 6 locations: the Search Result
(22), Home (10), Performance History (7), Resource (5), Features (1), and All (1) pages.

These results o�er the Digital Archives a clear opportunity to improve. This report presents
five detailed sets of findings and recommendations to address usability concerns selected
based on their frequency and severity:

Recommendation 1: Improve navigation usability and accessibility by
updating styling, spacing, and text.

Recommendation 2: Update style and navigation elements on the carousel
to make it more intuitive and accessible.

Recommendation 3: Streamline search results page with consolidated sort
and filter options.

Recommendation 4: Move pop-up modal underneath each filter and
introduce a search bar for the filter options when opened.

Recommendation 5: Minor findings and recommendations

Each of these recommendations was directly informed by users’ experiences during our
tests. Each recommendation section includes both a discussion of the specific challenges
users faced and a series of sub-recommendations for consideration.
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Recommendation 1: Improve navigation usability and
accessibility by updating styling, spacing, and text.

First impressions of the homepage and the main
navigation were generally positive. Users appreciated
that the search bar is featured prominently and
recognized it as the main way of engaging with the
Digital Archives’ collection. Many users commented
positively on the inclusion of the eye-catching carousel
and identified it as a place to find things that the Digital
Archives wanted to highlight to its visitors.

“I definitely like that
the first thing I see is
the ‘Search the
Digital Archives’
section.”

“Nice little carousel.”

In attempting to interact with these elements, however, users ran into several issues. If
solved, these revamped elements could improve the user experience of the site as a whole.

Figure 2: Main navigation and search bars on the homepage.

When visiting the homepage for the first time, several users experienced issues using the
main navigation bar. Out of 10 total participants, three attempted to click the “Digital
Archives” label when exploring what the site had to o�er, which resulted in confusion —
“Digital Archives” is the name of the homepage and is not designed to be interactive while
the user is on that page. All navigation labels are styled the same regardless of whether or
not they represent an active page. Their styling also matches the styling of body text and
no changes occur to the labels when a user hovers over them — both signifiers that text is,
or is not, interactive.

This a�ects usability and accessibility. WebAIM states, “Links should look like links, and
nothing else should” (WebAIM, 2019). WCAG v2.1 has two accessibility success criteria
that address link styling and their implementation:
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● 1.4.1 Use of Color (A): Color is not used as the only visual means of conveying
information, indicating an action, prompting a response, or distinguishing a visual
element (W3C, 2016d).

● 2.4.8 Location (AAA): Information about the user's location within a set of Web
pages is available (W3C, 2016c).

Users who interacted with the “Features” label also had di�culty understanding what it
signified. Using the “Features” page was an option for completing multiple tasks in our
tests, but only one user found and clicked the label to attempt to find task information.

While most users read and commented positively on the explanatory text o�ered under
“Search the Digital Archives” about the collection’s o�erings, users who were less
experienced with searching archival sites, or with the New York Philharmonic, often did
not understand that the Digital Archives specifically o�ers access to resources related to
the New York Philharmonic, not traveling orchestras or other musical institutions. This
confusion resulted in later issues with searching for and filtering through search results.

Figure 3: Screenshots of the first view of Homepage and Search Results pages.

Finally, users noted issues with the size of the
navigation bar. On some browsers, such as
Safari and Chrome, the size of the navigation
bar pushed down the main content of the
page — not just on the homepage, but also on
Search Result pages — creating frustration for
multiple users. One credited the size of the
Navigation bar as the reason they missed the
Document Type categories when searching for
the part of a score.

“They’ve really made you scroll.”
Comment made while navigating

past the navigation bar on a Search
Results page.

“I can barely see this.”
Comment made as they were

explaining that they nearly missed
the carousel because of the size of

the navigation bar.
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Figure 4: Annotated mockup of recommendations to improve the usability of the
navigation bar.

Recommendation 1.1: Add link styling to the navigation labels to make it clear
that they are interactive links and that each label on any given page signifies
the active page. Per WCAG v2.1, these links should be distinguishable through
means other than solely color, have a unique hover state, and display the active
page. The mockup above changes all links to bold to di�erentiate them from
body text, adds an underline to active pages, and gives them an underline and
color change (#0E6AE7, Digital Archive’s “brand-blue-ada”) on hover.

Recommendation 1.2: Change the “Features” label to “ Exhibits.” The Digital
Archives team may consider breaking out announcements of new digitized
collections, podcasts, and other non-exhibit items into a new “Special Projects”
label. Unmoderated card sorting and tree testing with users can help the team
determine the most intuitive label for these section(s) (Spencer, 2004; Optimal
Workshop, n.d.; Spencer, 2014).

Recommendation 1.3: Add “...from the New York Philharmonic” to the
explanatory text o�ered about the Digital Archives’ collections by the search
bar. Most users in our tests did read this text, and this simple addition would
make it clear to them what the site contains.

Recommendation 1.4: Shrink the top navigation slightly to ensure the primary
content on all pages is emphasized. The size change in the above mockup was
achieved by shrinking the height of the logo from 200 pixels to 150 pixels.

Recommendation 1.5: Make additional adjustments to improve accessibility of
main navigation and search. The mockup above addresses the following WCAG
v2.1 success criteria:

1. 1.5.3 Contrast (Minimum) (AA): The visual presentation of text and images of text
has a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1. All instances of the use of brand-blue
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(#1276FF), which has a contrast ratio of 4.14:1 against white and 3.8:1 against the
site’s light gray, have been adjusted to brand-blue-ada (#0E6AE7), which which has
a contrast ratio of 4.95:1 against white and 4.54:1 against the site’s light gray

2. 1.5.5 Target Size (AAA): The size of the target for pointer inputs is at least 44 by 44
pixels. The size of the form fields and the “Search” button have been adjusted to a
height of 44 pixels.

While making these changes, the Digital Archives team may also consider adding
navigation role attributes to the site’s code to address WCAG v2.1 success criteria 1.3.6
Identify Purpose (AAA) (W3C, 2016b). The site already correctly marks the header, main,
and footer regions, but the navigation region has not been defined. Under the same
success criteria, a WAVE analysis of the homepage also determined that the form label for
the “From (mm/dd/yyyy)” field is not correctly attached; however, the other form labels
are working correctly.
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Recommendation 2: Update style and navigation elements on the
carousel to make it more intuitive and accessible.

While users often commented positively on the
carousel on a first visit to the homepage, in Tasks 3
and 4 — which were designed to test the usability of
finding content in the carousel — four out of 10 of
users first attempted to use the search to find that
content. Of the 10 total users, four described their
eventual discovery of task-related content in the
carousel as spontaneous and “lucky.”

"It's luck to see what the
page loads on the carousel

and if it wouldn’t have
showed up [via the

automatic timing that flips
through carousel banners],
I wouldn't have known that

it was there."

Figure 5: Screenshot of a carousel slide demonstrating hard-to-see navigation buttons.

If the user didn’t experience serendipitous discovery of the content they needed by the
carousel happening to be on the correct slide when they looked, the user ran into trouble
attempting to engage with and move forward through the carousel slides. There are two
options to use the carousel on desktop: squares that signify how many slides there are
and enable a user to navigate forward and backward, and a dragging functionality. No
users attempted to use the dragging functionality, and while the squares are more
straightforward, the contrast is low and few users engaged with them.

The contrast of the buttons is an accessibility issue. WCAG v2.1 1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(AA) requires a contrast ratio of at least 3:1 for graphics and user interface components
(W3C, 2016a). The active square has a contrast of 6.14:1 against the darkest header
image, but the rest land within the 2.38:1–1:1 range. The inactive have less contrast and
land within 1.23:1–1.06:1.
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The carousel is designed to
automatically move forward, but
user interaction in some form may
pause it. The rules of this
interaction are not obvious, and a
user can become confused when
the carousel stops moving,
especially if they cannot see the
navigation buttons.

“I think it would be helpful to have (...) more
user capacity to change between the slides.”
User could not see the buttons and was waiting

for the carousel to move forward on its own.

“Maybe if there's a carousel thing that I'm
missing…that’s where that’s located and I
don’t know how to navigate through [it].”

Figure 6: Annotated mockup of recommendations to improve the usability of the carousel.

Recommendation 2: Improvements should be made to the navigation options to
move through a carousel. These improvements include:

2.1: Change the color of the navigation buttons. This mockup uses
brand-blue-ada (#0E6AE7) at 100% for active squares and 50% for inactive
squares. Note, this is not contrast accessible on all banners, so it must be used
in combination with 2.2.

2.2: Navigation arrows, which are available in the Flickity carousel code, should
be unhidden. This mockup uses black and white, but other color combinations
can be used as long as they have a contrast of 3:1 (W3C, 2016a).

2.3: Change the color of the “Explore” buttons that appear on each header to
brand-blue-ada (#0E6AE7) and the height to 44px which, as explained in
Recommendation 1 (pages 11–14), is accessible by WCAG v2.1 success criteria
1.4.3 and 2.5.5.
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To make this website more accessible, the Digital Archives team should consider changing
the squares to buttons with ARIA roles per WCAG v2.1 success criteria 1.3.6 Identify
Purpose (AAA). This will make the carousel accessible to users navigating the website
using assistive technologies. Our team also noticed that the Digital Archives is using the
v2.0.5 version of the Flickity carousel, which was released in October 2016. The most
recent version, v2.3.0, was released in December 2021. Updating the carousel code should
bring enhancements to timing, navigation, and accessibility of this widget.

The Digital Archives team may also consider redesigning their carousel or replacing it
entirely with a new method to feature current exhibitions and projects to users. See
Appendix F for two organizations whose current homepages may serve as helpful
inspiration: the Metropolitan Museum of Art (page 44) and the Museum of Science and
Industry, Chicago (page 45).
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Recommendation 3: Streamline search results page with
consolidated sort and filter options.
Users easily identified that the search function is a major piece of the Digital Archives,
and the vast majority of them gravitated towards it immediately. Users found the search
bar both clearly displayed and intuitive to use, and commented positively on the robust
collection and breadth of information the site contained. However, in practice, the search
results page and the results themselves could be confusing for users, requiring either
further filtering to get to the information they were seeking or a complete restart of a
search with di�erent terms.

Two key issue areas arose: one with the results page’s layout preventing users easily
navigating and filtering search results, and the other with users obtaining inconsistent
content in search results, such as receiving zero and/or incorrect results when searching
for “nutcracker ballet.” The first issue we address below, and the second we discuss on
page 20 as an area for further investigation. Both areas highlight a disconnect between
users’ expected and actual experience obtaining search results; if addressed, this could
streamline all site visitors’ ability to find specific information from the Digital Archives.

Figure 7: A search for “william lincer photo” displaying two key issues with the layout of
the Search Results page.

Regarding the page layout:

1: Search results defaulted to showing Programs results only. If there were zero
Programs available for the search, users often did not notice the other
Document Type filter options and thought there were 0 results total.

2: Many users looked for but could not find the Ascending/Descending sort
options to make sense of their search results, and none used them.
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Across our test sessions, users explored several
di�erent pathways to filter their search results.
Some navigated the Document Type tabs to
explore Programs, Scores, Parts, etc., while others
chose to open the side bar with filters such as
Composers, Event Types, etc. No user made use of
the “Sort” drop-down on the right hand side of the
search results page, despite one user specifically
looking for a way to sort alphabetically.

“I need more information to know
how to find this information”

“I had to use the trial and error
method to find this…looking at
all the formats, like documents,
programs, scores, I wasn’t sure
where to find all the
information."

Figure 8: Annotated mockup of search result recommendations.

There are several quick fixes we recommend that could address these challenges:

Recommendation 3.1: Consolidate sorting and filtering options.

1. We recommend renaming the left hand section “Filter” since “Sort” already exists
in the drop-down menu to the right.

2. Though the Document Types (e.g. Programs) display results di�erently than Sort &
Filter (e.g. Composer), we noticed that users usually only used one or the other
option, and not both, even though they were both filters that updated search
results in a similar way. Consolidating the filters would house them all in one place,
further drawing users’ attention to the full range of filtering options.
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3. To make the “Sort” and “A-Z” feature easily discoverable, we recommend simply
enlarging and adjusting the placement of the drop-down label and consolidating all
options into the drop-down.

Recommendation 3.2: Display search results content intuitively for users
by adding “All Results” and displaying them consistently.

1. We recommend creating an “All Results” category to display the total list of search
results by default. Users can then narrow down and filter results from “All Results”
via existing filters.

2. If an “All Results” category is not possible, then adjusting the filter categories to
make the results “cascade” could help ameliorate this issue. The cascade e�ect
means that if the Programs category yields “0” search results, the page would
automatically display the next category with results listed instead. If no category
had results, only then would the search results page display a “No results found”
message.

3. Creating consistency across the search results, regardless of the filter selected, will
help the user orient themselves to the vast quantity of information they may be
sifting through. We recommend following the format of the “Scores” document
type, using a thumbnail image next to each result instead of icons (as seen under
“Programs,” for instance).

We also recommend further investigation of the backend information organization and
metadata to address inconsistencies with search results that our users experienced.

For example, one user received a page of 0 results
when they searched “Tchaikovsky’s nutcracker
ballet.” They corrected by searching “Tchaikovsky’s
nutcracker ballet,” but received no results that ended
up being relevant to their inquiry. Another user
experienced the same issue of results not actually
being relevant to their search when using the
keyword “nutcracker ballet.”

One user remarked, after
getting zero results
repeatedly:

“When you're searching
and you get a lot of zeroes,
you know you’re using the
wrong terms.”

Search recommendations may help users align their searches to the keywords used in
resource metadata and self-correct these searching errors.
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Recommendation 4: Move pop-up modal underneath each filter
and introduce a search bar for the filter options when opened.

Figure 9: A search filter displaying three problems discussed in this section: 1) There are
200 pages of filter results to navigate through, 2) Clicking on the artists’ name makes a

dropdown menu with work both relevant and not relevant to the larger search appear, and
3) The pop-up modal overlays the majority of the users’ screen, hiding the search results

and the search bar.

Upon reaching the results page, users often instinctively looked under
the ‘Sort & Filter’ menu to specify a specific instrument, composer, or
soloist. When opening options under “Sort & Filter,” users are
presented with a pop-up modal that often o�ers over 20 pages of
results to sift through. For example, over 200 pages of filtering
options appear when a user selects ‘soloists’, after searching for
‘Lincer, William’. The pop-up also covers the users’ entire screen.
Users did appreciate that the results displayed were in alphabetical
order, however, they frequently found navigation between multiple
pages of results very time consuming.

"I don't like
skimming through
all the pages, I find
it very annoying."

“There must be a
better way to find
an individual with
this very long list.”

Additionally, when the user clicked on a soloist, conductor, or composer/work they were
seeking in the Sort and Filter list, another drop-down appeared listing options that were,
and were not, related to the larger search being conducted. The user was then required to
find and click on the option that related to their overall search in order to be redirected
back to filtered search results. Users expected to be able to click on a soloist, conductor,
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or composer/work to be immediately directed back to a filtered search. This process
added extra steps that created confusion for several users as they were narrowing search
results and trying to reach their end goal.

Figure 10: Annotated mockup of recommendations to streamline Sort and Filter menu.

To address these issues, we recommend the following:

Recommendation 4.1: Move the pop-up modal underneath the filter
options
To make it easier for the user to see the pop-up modal options while they're
scanning through filters, we recommend moving the pop-up modal under its
related filter option to appear like a drop down menu. This will give the user
access to see both the filters and results at the same time.
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Recommendation 4.2 : Introduce a search bar under the filter options
Implementing a search bar under the filter option allows the user to search
directly for a specific filter option to find the result they’re looking for more
quickly than the current pagination option o�ers alone. Removing the top
pagination options minimizes redundancy and makes room for the new search
bar. Users can continue to navigate through pages using the bottom pagination
options. An ellipse is added inside the pagination to give the users a better
sense of the amount of filters available to them.

Recommendation 4.3 : Remove the additional layer of filtration options
To save the users time and energy from clicking several times to reach the
results page of that specific soloist, conductor, or composer/work, all initial
options in the list are hyperlinked. The link will direct the user directly to a
filtered results page of that option (for example, work filtered by the soloist
they were most interested in). Removing this additional layer of the filter will
save extra clicks and confusion.

If the Digital Archives team chooses to keep the existing pop-up modal that overlays
search results, we recommend removing the ‘X’ option to close the modal and add a new
option for closing it that is more intuitive for users: clicking on the filter they originally
clicked to open it. Currently, when a user wants to go back to the full results page, they
are forced to navigate back up to click on the ‘X’ on the top right of the modal.
Additionally, adding a “keyboard escape” shortcut — allowing a user to press the Esc key
to exit — will allow users to easily exit out of the filter and will address an accessibility
barrier; no keyboard escape exists in the current pop-up modal.

For another example of how the site’s filters could function, see an interesting example
from the Pratt Libraries’ search function in Appendix F (page 43).
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Recommendation 5: Minor Findings and Recommendations
While the above recommendations cover the most frequently experienced issues with the
most severe impact on users’ experiences of the Digital Archives, users also noted other
issues worth consideration. In our findings below, we detail where these issues were
encountered and provide recommendations for addressing them.

Topic Location Problem Recommendation

Accessibility

Note: This
report’s
recommendation
s have worked to
address
accessibility
concerns
wherever
possible, but are
in no way
comprehensive.
To conduct a
comprehensive
audit, we suggest
contacting an
independent
accessibility
auditing firm.

Sitewide Blue content does not
consistently meet color
contrast.

Change all
‘--brand-blue’ items to
‘--brand-blue-ada’

Sitewide Alt-text missing on
pagination icons,
information buttons

Ensure all icons have
alt-text

Search
Results

Alt-text missing on result
thumbnails

Ensure all images have
alt-text

Search Form ‘Search from’ form field
isn’t associated with its
label (currently
“search-dates-type-range
”)

Change label to
‘search-dates-from’

Sitewide Keyboard users cannot
tell visually where they are
on the page

Add focus rings and/or
hover states

Document
Viewer

Document viewer cannot
be exited without browser
controls (i.e. user moving
back to a previous page)

Add a close button
and/or ‘return to
information’ link

Document
Viewer

When searching
documents, user could
not see text highlights

Increase visibility of text
highlights and/or create
additional markers

Metadata Search
Results

Query “Nutcracker ballet”
lead to failure point

Include ‘Score type’ in
metadata

Search
Results

Query “Press clippings,
new lead to failure point

Allow for less strict
searching, even as
fallback
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Topic Location Problem Recommendation

Search
Results

Query “William Lincer
image” lead to failure
point

Allow document type to
be searched

Search
Results

Query “First female
musician” lead to failure
point

Include Digital Archives
articles and exhibits in
search results

Image
Results

Users were unable to
associate names with
individuals in photos

Ensure name order
matches image and/or
label individuals on
image

Performance
History

Virtual performances are
tagged inconsistently in
event type

Review virtual
performances for
correct tags

User Interface Homepage At narrow viewport sizes,
‘explore’ button is hidden
behind footer

Ensure the carousel
expands to fit all text
content

Image
Results

Users clicked multiple
times on an image in
order to open modal

Make ‘loading’ message
more prominent

Image
Results

Users confused by the
mismatch between stated
number of images and
image thumbnails

Provide feedback for
images that are present
in results, but yet to load
e.g. thumbnail frame

Search
Results

Users confused why their
filters disappeared when
looking between
document types

Unify and persist filters
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Topic Location Problem Recommendation

Links and labels

Note: The label
text suggested
here are
recommended as
a starting point.
We suggest
conducting A/B
tests to
determine which
labels work best
for the Digital
Archives specific
user base.

Performance
History

User uncertain of the
di�erences between ‘NY
Philharmonic Ensemble’
and ‘New York
Philharmonic’ e.g.

Create modal with
information about the
di�erent groups

Search
Results

Users uncertain what
“555” meant in context
“Press Scrapbooks”

Link to “Press Clippings”
series filter rather than
ID search query

Program
Details

Users attempted to click
“Found in” breadcrumbs

Make breadcrumbs
clickable/lead to
appropriate search

Search
Results

Users uncertain what
“Business documents”
filter contained

Consider “Administrative
documents”, and
potentially splitting into
multiple filters

Performance
History

Users uncertain what
“Performance History”
contained

Consider “Search
Performance History”
label or “Advanced
Performance Search”

Knowledge
Organization

Program
Details

Users occasionally missed
media player to view
performances

Provide skip link in
results to jump to
performance

Search
Results

Users wished to see how
results were relevant to
their search

Visually highlight
keywords in metadata
preview for each
resource on a search
results page

Search
Results

Users wished to quickly
filter based on their query.
E.g. “William Lincer” is on
page three of the ‘Soloist’
filter when searching for
“William Lincer.”

Consider alternate
rankings for filters i.e.
rank by number of
results, not alphabet
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Conclusion
The New York Philharmonic Shelby White & Leon Levy Digital Archives is working to
improve the discoverability and accessibility of the archival materials in the digital
repository. To inform larger work being conducted under a five-year grant project funded
by the National Endowment for the Humanities, they partnered with the Pratt Institute
Center for Digital Experiences to conduct a series of remote user tests for the Digital
Archives. These tests involved ten participants, ranging from amateur to expert users,
completing a series of five tasks over Zoom in the presence of one moderator and one
notetaker from the team. The results of these sessions, along with participant
questionnaires and the team’s domain knowledge, were then synthesized into the findings
outlined in this report.

Participants emphasized many of the positive aspects of the Digital Archives. This
included the overall aesthetic, the prominence of the search functionality, the breadth of
content, and the implementation of the carousel. Unfortunately, users also experienced a
variety of usability issues as they completed the test tasks, such as their search queries
returning unexpected or incorrect results, failing to understand how to interact with the
content, and an uncertainty as to what certain functions accomplished.

To help address these issues, the team recommends taking the following actions:

Recommendation 1: Improve navigation usability and accessibility by
updating styling, spacing, and text.

Recommendation 2: Update style and navigation elements on the carousel
to make it more intuitive and accessible.

Recommendation 3: Streamline search results page with consolidated sort
and filter options.

Recommendation 4: Move pop-up modal underneath each filter and
introduce a search bar for the filter options when opened.
Recommendation 5: Minor findings and recommendations

We believe that following these recommendations will improve the overall user experience
on the Digital Archives. Improvements to site usability can be tracked by running further
System Usability Scale (SUS) surveys (see “Methodology,” page 8 and “Findings and
Recommendations,” page 9 ), and comparing new scores to the current score of 60.3.
Topics for further investigation include a comprehensive accessibility audit, A/B testing of
components and labels, card sorting/tree testing of the sitemap, and additional
moderated user testing once changes have been implemented.
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Appendix
Appendix A: User Profiles

User Profiles Amateur Alice Explorer Ethan Professor Polly

Occupation Student Young Professional Researcher/Academic

Product
Familiarity

Never visited the site Familiar with NY Phil, but
not necessarily the Archives

Familiar with the
archive

Search
Experience

Google, Tik Tok Google Archives, Research
Libraries, NY Phil
Archives

Cultural
Experience

Musician/music lover NY Phil attendee and/or
donor

Deeply immersed in
the field

Engagement Get in, get out Takes time to look around Will work to find what
they’re looking for

Goal Find specific resources See what the archives have
on o�er

Find out everything
they can about a
subject

Site
requirements

Save and share archive
files

Easy navigation,
discoverability

Cross reference, in
depth search

Recruitment
Goal

2-3 participants 2-3 participants 2-3 participants
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Appendix B: Testing Script

Pre-Intro
Hey, [NAME], my name’s [NAME], thanks for joining us for some user testing today.

Before we formally begin and I start recording our session, I’d like to test your screen
sharing capabilities. Would you please screenshare a blank browser window or a webpage
of your choice?

That all seems to be working. Please keep the screenshare on. We also have live
transcription on for today, if you can see that? Just to let you know, I’m going to be
following a script today to ensure I’m providing the same information as my team
members in each of our tests. Any questions before we begin recording?

[Once confirmed, start recording]

Introduction
Okay the recording has begun. The recording itself will only be used internally, and the
results will be anonymised for the final report, which will be presented to the Client and
Pratt Institute.

This is a user test of the New York Philharmonic Digital Archives on [Date]. My name is
[primary], I’m a graduate student at the Pratt Institute School of Information, and I’ll be
conducting today’s interview. We’re also joined by my fellow student [secondary] who will
be taking notes and helping out as needed. [participant], could you please introduce
yourself with your name, occupation, and any previous experience you have with the New
York Philharmonic? (If any)

[Participant Introduction]

Brief
Perfect, thank you so much for joining us today. Have you ever done any user testing
before? (Y: This should all sound pretty familiar to you then. N: Don’t worry, we’ll walk you
through it).

The way this is going to work is we’re going to go to the New York Philharmonic Digital
Archives website, and you’ll be asked to complete a series of five tasks in increasing
di�culty, each of which will have a couple of smaller steps. For each step, we’ll paste the
prompt into the chat as well for your reference. As you’re working towards each task, we
would appreciate it if you can think aloud as much as possible. So say whatever thoughts
come into your head so we can get an idea of what you’re thinking.
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There’s no pressure to complete these tasks in a certain amount of time or clicks; we’re
more interested in the way you’d go about this naturally. We’re here to test the site and
not you. If you need to take a break at any time, just let us know. The same goes If you do
not want to complete a task, let us know and we’ll move on to the next task. You may also
end the session and leave at any time.

We may ask you some clarifying questions as you’re completing each task, but we will
mostly be observing. After each task, there will be some follow-up questions, and there will
also be a brief survey for you to complete after the final task. In total, this shouldn’t take
us more than 45 minutes, so we’ll be done by [time]. Any questions?

Tasks
Shall we get started then? I’m going to send you a link to the Digital Archives in the chat.
For now just follow the link and, without clicking anything, have a look around the page.
Tell us any first impressions, thoughts, or anything else that comes to mind.

Let’s get started with our first task then.

Task 1
● Task 1a: Find a program that includes William Lincer, a member of the New York

Philharmonic orchestra in the mid 1900s. Think aloud as you go so we can follow
along.

● Task 1b: Find an image of William Lincer that is not included in this program.
● Post task questions:

○ How di�cult was this task to complete?
○ How successful do you feel you were in completing this task?

● On to our second task. If you could please navigate back to the homepage.

Task 2
● Task 2a: Find the music for Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker Ballet.
● Task 2b: Find the sheet music for clarinet for The Nutcracker. [send in chat]
● Post task questions:

○ How di�cult was this task to complete?
○ How successful do you feel you were in completing this task?

● On to our third task. If you could please navigate back to the homepage.

Task 3
● Task 3a: For our third task, we’d like you to visit the Archives’ digital exhibition

about its first female musician.
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● Task 3b: Now that you’ve found the exhibition, can you tell me where this musician
was born?

● Post task questions:
○ How di�cult was this task to complete?
○ How successful do you feel you were in completing this task?

● On to our fourth task. If you could please navigate back to the homepage.

Task 4
● Task 4a: Next, without leaving the homepage, find the Digital Archives’ newly

digitized set of press clipping scrapbooks.
● Task 4b: Once you have found the set, locate a press clipping scrapbook that

documents one of the New York Philharmonic’s parks concert series.
● Post task questions:

○ How di�cult was this task to complete?
○ How successful do you feel you were in completing this task?

● On to our fifth and final task. If you could please navigate back to the homepage.

Task 5
● Task 5a: Now, imagine you’re researching how orchestras like the New York

Philharmonic reached audiences during the COVID-19 pandemic, which began
around March of 2020. Find a recording of one of the virtual performances o�ered
by the Philharmonic in the first few months of the pandemic.

● Task 5b: Find out which soloist performed the most times during the first few
months of the pandemic.

● Post task questions:
○ How di�cult was this task to complete?
○ How successful do you feel you were in completing this task?

Debrief
Thank you for completing these tasks. If you could stop sharing your screen at this point.
The last thing I’m going to ask you to do is complete a short questionnaire to record your
impressions of the website and this test. I will send you the link to the questionnaire in the
chat. I’ll mute myself while you finish, and please let me know when you’ve completed it.
Please also take all the time you need to do so.

[Participant completes questionnaire]

I believe that wraps up everything we have for you. Thank you for your time today. You’ll
receive an email follow-up in the next 24 hours confirming your participation and a form
to receive your $10 Amazon gift card, which you should receive in 7-14 business days via
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email. You can reach us any time by email if you have any issues. If you’re interested in
having a copy of the report, please let us know. All this information will be in the follow-up
email. Did you have any questions for us before we part ways?

Alright, again thank you so much for your participation, you’ve provided some valuable
insights. Have a great rest of your day.
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Appendix C: Rainbow Chart

Problem Location P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10

User has difficulty navigating through
a large set of search filters; there is no
way to search them or change their
order from alphabetical

Search
Results

Confusion about who is who in image;
unclear the order that names are
listed in and how to associate them
with individuals in the photo

Resource
Page

User experienced issues finding the
clickable squares that allow a user to
navigate through the carousel Homepage

Discovery of Stephanie Goldner
exhibition is spontaneous - user only
found the exhibition because the
carousel happened to automatically
move to the correct slide while looking
for it. Homepage

Attempted to search for Stephanie
Goldner exhibition in search bar by
using "first female musician" or
another variation which led to 0
results; user believes everything,
including exhibitions, should be
searchable through the search bar

Search
Results

User wants search recommendations
when typing search terms; thought
this would help her when receiving 0
results for "nutcracker ballet" or
"Tchaikovsky's nutcracker ballet"

Search
Results

Orchestra or Group label is unclear:
user doesn't understand differences
between NY Philharmonic Ensembles,
New York Philharmonic, Stadium-NY
Philharmonic

Performance
History

User looks to navigation at the top of
page to find information about
exhibitions and special collections and
can't find what they're looking for;
Features label does not signify to the
user that exhibitions can be found
here Homepage
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User attempted to click on Digital
Archives in nav multiple times; when
on the homepage, this is not clickable. Homepage

for a virtual performance, user doesn't
feel like the program is necessary;
says it should be smaller; User does
not understand what the program for
virtual performances is and how to
interact with it; user expects a
program similar to in-person
performances; user clicks arrow icons
to try move forward and receives
nothing.

Resource
Page

User assumes they can filter by virtual
performances in the location option,
but this is not available to them.

Performance
History

Difficulty closing out of a detailed
program view; user was looking for an
X button where there was none

Resource
Page

Dislikes how much space the
navigation bar takes up. Homepage

Difficulty searching for resources by
terms included in program; search for
"nutcracker ballet" returns no
resources even though this is in the
transcribed program metadata

Search
Results

Resource type filter terminology is a
little confusing; not sure what
program, business document mean;
thinks score means only what a
conductor sees, not the separate
parts, too

Search
Results

User missed that navigating to the
scrapbooks search linked on the
homepage leads to "business
documents" results, and is not able to
find the resources she had previously
viewed when attempting a new search
from the homepage because she is
redirected to "programs"

Search
Results

User believes breadcrumbs would be
helpful All
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Virtual performances are tagged
inconsistently in event type; this is
some, but not all virtual performances.

Performance
History

Image result loading is slow and
results in user confusion as they try
and understand how many results are
actually available to them.

Search
Results

Thinks photos are of "Ancient times" Homepage

Tab filters are hidden in dropdown on
mobile view

Search
Results

User doesn't like having to enter dates
in homepage search. Would rather
see dates presented as filters Homepage

User thinks carousel turns too slowly Homepage

User doesn't like how much they have
to scroll on the website, and feels it's
caused by the big navigation bar Homepage

User doesn't like how far down on a
resource page a recording is listed; it
feels like a central piece of the
resource page for her, and she;'d
prefer it higher up

Resource
Page

User thinks using dates is required in
searching from homepage

Search
Results

User having trouble distinguishing
between search results; thumbnails
and metadata all look very similar to
them; which they had date to help
distinguish them

Search
Results

User wants to see date of each
resource in search results; this is
important information for her; she's
particular about the year of the
nutcracker performance

Search
Results

User dislikes how a user must exit out
of the search filter; she wants to click
an option again to close it

Search
Results

User doesn't see resource type filter
and doesn't realize that it restricts her
search; verbally says she's trying to
find a score, but she doesn't see the
score option

Search
Results
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Hard to find on program where OCR
result is

Search
Results

Event types unclear, like "bandwagon" Performance
History

Number by first soloist field is
confusing; does this note the amount
of soloists?

Performance
History

User wants to sort by all columns, but
can only do so by first 9; which
columns the user can sort by is not
clear to the user until they hover

Performance
History

User believes the filters needed to be
used in a certain order to find
information, and that she's receiving
different results for the same query;
this stems from confusing labels that
seem similar but are different

Performance
History

Wants to be able to narrow search by
name of a score; not finding an option
to do so

Search
Results

User doesn't feel that scrapbooks fit
into the business documents category;
that label is not clear to them

Search
Results

Confusion in search filter terminology;
difference between conductor and
composer

Search
Results

Search filters for conductor show
more results than are relevant to the
search; is slightly confusing

Search
Results

User doesn't like that the filters open
as a popup

Search
Results

When attempting to narrow a large set
of results by a subject area, like
events that are part of the parks
series, user first looks to search filters
to narrow it, but does not find options
to do so; labels for search filters for
business documents are confusing.
Some are also described as
redundant, like "press clippings"

Search
Results

User clicked on and visited "Features"
page. (Was looking for major news
features; wanted to see a search box Features
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on this page to help find the press
clippings.)

Searched for “press clippings, new” in
main search bar on homepage and
got no results

Search
Results

Searched for "William Lincer photo"
and got no results

Search
Results

If user window is small enough,
carousel navigation overlaps with
"Learn More" button Homepage

User does not understand what the
program for virtual performances is
and how to interact with it; user
expects a program similar to in-person
performances; user clicks arrow icons
to try move forward and receives
nothing.

Resource
Page
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Appendix D: System Usability Scale (SUS) & Calculations
System Usability Scale Questions

Responses fall on a five-point scale from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree for each of
these questions, according to Usability.gov (2022):

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the system was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this

system.
5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the system.
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.

System Usability Scale Calculations and Results
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Appendix E: Consent and Pre-test Forms
New York Philharmonic Archives Usability Study:
The purpose of these usability tests is to evaluate the desktop/laptop experience for the
New York Philharmonic's Shelby White & Leon Levy Archives website (archives.nyphil.org).
We are interested in determining if people can accomplish desired tasks and easily find
information housed on the site. The session is not a test of your ability to complete the
tasks; it is meant to gather insights on areas of improvement for the Archives website.
Please be advised that there are no risks associated with participation in this session.

Procedure: During this session, the following will occur:
● I will log on to Zoom to join the session with two researchers at our scheduled time.
● I will share my video and my screen.
● I will be given tasks using the Archive’s website. While completing these tasks, I will

be asked to “think aloud” to verbalize my thought process.
● Members of the Pratt Center for Digital Experiences will observe and take notes via

Zoom. My actions on a computer will be captured via screen recording. Audio,
photos, and/or video may be recorded from the session for future review.

● I will complete a brief online post-test questionnaire after the test is complete.
● The session will last no longer than 45 minutes (including time for pre and post-test

activities).

If for any reason you are uncomfortable during the session and do not want to complete
a task, you may say so and we will move on to the next task. You may take a break at any
time. You may also end the session and leave at any time.

Confidentiality: Approximately 8 people will participate in this study. Results from all
sessions will be included in a usability report and presentation for the Archives'
representatives and a Usability graduate-level class at Pratt Institute. Your name will not
be included in the report, nor will your name be associated with any session data collected
unless disclosure is required by law.

Contact: If you wish to speak with someone about your participation in this study, or if
you feel you were not treated as described above, please contact [team emails].

Statement of Consent: I have read and fully understand the extent of the study and any
risks involved. All of my questions, if any, have been answered to my satisfaction. My
signature below acknowledges my understanding of the information provided in this form
and indicates my willingness to participate in this user testing session.

Signature of participant & date: _____________________
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Pre-test questionnaire:

Please type your signature: _________
Date: ________

What internet browser do you typically
use?

● Google Chrome
● Firefox
● Internet Explorer
● Safari
● Opera & Brave

What operating system do you typically
use?

● Mac OS
● Windows
● Linux

What device do you typically use to
browse websites?

● Laptop or Desktop
● Mobile
● Tablet

Which of the following describes your
highest completed level of education?

● High School graduate
● Undergraduate
● Graduate
● PhD

Which age group do you belong to?
● 18-24
● 25-39
● 40-59
● 60-74
● 75+

What gender do you identify as?
● Female
● Male
● Prefer not to say
● Self-identify

If you selected "Self-identify" above,
please feel free to enter more below:
____________________
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Appendix F: Inspirations

Figure F1 (top): Example of a pop-up filter modal from the
Pratt Library. Demonstrates multiple filter selects, scrolling
(non-paginated) results, and ordering filters by result
count.

Figure F2 (right): Example of a drop down filter menu from
the Pratt Library. Demonstrates date slider, collapsable
filter categories, ordering filters by result count, and
limiting total filters immediately viewable, with an option
to show full list (Figure F1).
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Figure F3: Screenshot of The
Metropolitan Museum home page
taken on December 13, 2022. Here,
instead of a carousel, the Met provides
a few di�erent pieces of content: a
scrolling list of modules that display
current exhibitions, location
information, and a list of modules that
feature current special items like
exhibitions, events, and more. A
scrolling list of modules like this may
work well for the Digital Archives to
feature information that is currently
hidden in the carousel. Moving this
information into a scrolling list may
also help the Digital Archives more
prominently highlight its main feature:
search.
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Figure F4: Screenshots of the interactive carousel from the Museum of Science and
Industry in Chicago’s website (https://www.msichicago.org/), taken on December 13,
2022. Note the “pause” button surrounded by a circle above the buttons. This layout, with
the clearly shown vertical buttons and timer directly above them, is an example of an
accessibility feature that gives users immediate temporal feedback and context for the
changing carousel slides, as well as an option to pause their movement.
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